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worst offender, now gave up some spare time to show me
galleries.
There were heaps of galleries: all the old ones were intact
and new ones had been created of all the works of art from
private collections. Some private houses had been turned
into proletarian art schools where soldiers and sailors worked
from life models.
In the Kremlin, the palace of a Grand Duchess, opposite the
big bell, had become a working people's club, in which the
Empire swan furniture looked pathetically out of place. The
private chapel, painted black and gold, had been converted
into a modelling school. The spirit of the Holy Ghost in the
shape of a dove hovered over this changed scene.
It is strange to live in a big town that remains always
shuttered as after an air raid ! There were no shops, except
the florists who had their windows full of large forced chrysan-
themums, though whoever bought them I cannot imagine.
(Perhaps Kameneft presented a bunch to placate his wife ?)
The hotels had become government offices. In the streets
everyone was dressed in the same level shabbiness, but one
could easily tell which were the working classes and which
were the impoverished bourgeoisie. The latter suffered more
because of the unaccustomed hardness of life. One saw refined
faces ftill of intellectual pain, whereas the workers suffered only
from physical starvation. Vanderlip aroused considerable
communist satire by shouldering a bundle in the street for a
woman who seemed not to be able to cany it further. She
was middle-aged and had refined features, and was weak from
protracted hunger. Vanderlip carried it as if it were a feather-
weight to her door. She thanked him with an intense look,
.without words. There was very little inequality, however,
in this starvation. Everyone was suffering; I know that I
was hungry always, but for that I never could have swallowed
the food we were served. I often wondered how people like
Kameneff could do any work, considering the way they lived.
A kind of nervous tension sustained the communists. They
were imbued with the same spirit as the Irish revolutionaries
who hunger-strike in prison. Martyrdom for a belief is most
uplifting.

